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Chauffeur Driven magazine is the turn-to
resource of the limousine and chauffeured

ground transportation industry. A visually dynamic publication led by a team of experienced
and respected professionals alongside a roster
of knowledgeable and well-informed contributors, Chauffeur Driven provides readers with insightful editorial, new
paths to success, and real-world solutions to reflect the quickly changing business landscape in the 21st century.
Our name represents the evolution of industry over the past decade.
Operators have become more business savvy, not only in their own industry but across the wide variety of industries they serve, and they rely on
the content we provide to keep them up to date and moving in the right
direction. As an advertiser in the print edition of Chauffeur Driven, your firm
is exposed to 11,000 chauffeured transportation companies across the
globe. With a combined circulation of over 22,000, our digital version is not
only sent to limousine, chauffeured transportation, black car, shuttle, and
bus companies, but also to corporate travel managers, meeting and event
planners, DMCs, hospitality professionals, tour and charter operators, wedding planners, funeral directors, and other crossover industries. Combining
these integral pieces with our solid and diverse foundation of contributors,
Chauffeur Driven is the most well-rounded, all-encompassing, and widestreaching publication in the industry.
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Chris Weiss, President & Publisher

Welcome to Chauffeur Driven…
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In just four years, Chauffeur Driven has become one of the luxury ground transportation industry’s most globally respected brands, from our monthly magazines and digital products to our
world-class trade shows and events.
H R COA
CH

What’s our secret? At our core, we’re a group of seasoned professionals who live and breathe the industry, and we understand the
unique situations that operators face in the 21st century. We also
challenge our loyal readers (and show attendees) to think beyond
the here and now, without losing sight of the topics that are timely
for today’s operations. Additionally, we have an incredible lineup of
expert contributors who are business savvy across the wide variety of industries that they serve. Our editorial is created to inspire,
spark a conversation, propose solutions, and empower readers to
carve new paths to success.
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Editorial You Can Count On

Chauffeur Driven is a part of the industry’s heart and soul in every way—with consistently more
monthly content than our competitors. It starts with our experienced team members, who are literally in the trenches, seeing firsthand the struggles companies face, the areas for growth potential and pitfalls that stymie advancement. Where we can’t be, members of our advisory board are,
constantly keeping us abreast of what’s happening. We don’t just highlight our industry’s leaders,
but those who are up-and-coming. It’s the complete package from the hottest industry vehicles
and products to best practices for running a business more efficiently, there is something for
every size company in the pages of Chauffeur Driven.
We pride ourselves on our dedication to association coverage nationwide and we make it a point
to visit as many meetings as possible. With the “divide and conquer” approach that the Chauffeur Driven team takes to covering meetings across the country in person, we’re dedicated to
highlighting the industry’s ongoing battles, new developments, and current news. We’re also
members of and active participants in more than a dozen local and national industry associations, and our publisher is an a highly involved board member for several of them.
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Chauffeur Driven is so much more than just a magazine; it’s a brand that you can
be proud to be a part of. From our social media presence to our twice-monthly
e-newsletters and everything in between, we are always on the pulse of the industry.
Our websites, including our newly revamped and highly interactive chauffeurdriven.com
and chauffeurdrivenshow.com, are hubs of industry information.

Most Widely Circulated Industry Publication

Every aspect of our brand is invaluable to us, including having the industry’s most
up-to-date and expansive database of professionals who enjoy the magazine
certified by the U.S. Postal Service. That’s why
you can be assured of the best return on
Our qualified and
investment when you advertise with Chauffeur
comprehensive list is
Driven—our qualified and comprehensive
continuously checked and
list is continuously checked and rechecked
rechecked...
so that we’re only mailing to the best. Your
Your company is seen by company is seen by 27,000+ (11,000 via our
print magazine) industry professionals around
27,000+
the world—more than any other publication
industry professionals
dedicated to chauffeured transportation. Our
around the world...
magazine is delivered to limousine, black
car, tour and charter, and shuttle companies
in addition to crossover industries such as
corporate travel management, meeting and event planners, DMCs, hospitality
professionals, wedding planners, funeral directors, and more. Overall, Chauffeur
Driven is the most well-rounded, all-encompassing, and widest-reaching publication
in the industry—and beyond.
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Scott and Melissa Woodruff, owners of Majestic Limousine & Coach,
in front of downtown Des Moines’ Iowa State Capitol

MAJESTIC

LIMOUSINE & COACH:
Where Midwest Manners Meet
First-Class Service

If

BY LIZ HUNTER

it weren’t for one computer glitch 20 years ago, Scott Woodruff wouldn’t be featured in this magazine.
Back then, Woodruff was pulling triple-duty by running his own limousine business, working full time
at an insurance company, and filling whatever time was left over as a part-time police officer. Along with his
partner and best friend at the police department, they applied for a law enforcement opening in Las Vegas and were
among the top 20 to make the list of new recruits. Woodruff started planning a move from his home in Des Moines,
Iowa, to Sin City, when a freak computer glitch caused the list of finalists to disappear. All prospects were asked to
re-apply, but that was something Woodruff didn’t care to do all over again.
“It’s funny how things happen. I wouldn’t still be in this business, and I wouldn’t be blessed with the family that
I have today,” Woodruff says about the fateful glitch.
Woodruff founded Majestic Limousine & Coach in 1996. After graduating from Iowa State University (Go Cyclones!), he was working in corporate America at an insurance company. As he looked ahead at the trajectory of his
career, it became evident that the corporate red tape of waiting years for promotions and added responsibilities was
not appealing. He had an urge to be challenged and his entrepreneurial spirit was growing.
“I have always been a gearhead. I like cars and I was constantly picking up car magazines at the store,” he says.
“Limousines were always intriguing, and something pushed me to go look at some that were for sale. After a short
trip to a dealer with $10,000 in my pocket, I found myself driving home in a black 1988 Lincoln 60” stretch. That drive
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On September 19, 2018, the United States Court of Appeals for
the Second Circuit issued a significant and important decision that effectively eliminates the ability of plaintiff chauffeurs to bring overtime
claims against transportation companies operating within New York,
Connecticut, and Vermont. Specifically, in Munoz-Gonzalez v. DLC Limousine Service, Inc., the Second Circuit upheld a decision by a lower
court granting summary judgment to the defendant transportation
company pursuant to the Fair Labor Standards Act’s (FLSA’s) “taxicab
exemption.” Traditionally, FLSA exemptions have been interpreted in a
strict manner, but thanks to a U.S. Supreme Court decision earlier in the
year, this restrictive standard has been relaxed, paving the way for decisions like the one in the DLC lawsuit.
The FLSA requires, among other things, that employers compensate their employees with overtime pay (one and one-half the hourly
rate) for all hours worked in excess of 40
hours per week. There are various exceptions to the FLSA’s overtime requirement:
One is the taxicab exemption, which applies
There are various exceptions
Armed with the more liberal viewpoint
to “an employer engaged in the business of
to the FLSA’s overtime
toward exemptions as espoused by the
operating taxicabs.” It should be noted that
Supreme Court, the Second Circuit in DLC
many states follow the FLSA’s exemptions
requirement, one of which is
was tasked with examining whether the
and/or have their own exemptions. For exthe taxicab exemption, which
taxicab exemption had properly been apample, the New York State Department of
plied by a District Court judge to chauffeurs
Labor regulations exempt taxicabs from
applies to ‘an employer
employed by a Westchester County, New
the state’s overtime requirement.
engaged in the business of
York car service. As previously mentioned,
While the taxicab exemption has
the lower court found the taxicab exempbeen part of the FLSA for decades, prior
operating taxicabs.’”
tion to be applicable, granted the employer
attempts to apply it to transportation comsummary judgment, and dismissed the
panies have been largely fruitless. As mencase. The plaintiff chauffeurs appealed. On
tioned above, that is because until very
appeal, the Second Circuit began its analysis by interpreting the ordirecently, the U.S. Supreme Court’s position with respect to FLSA exempnary meaning of the word “taxicab.” It determined that a taxicab is “(1) a
tions was that they should be construed narrowly. As a result, courts
chauffeured
passenger
vehicle;
(2) available for hire by individual memhave traditionally declined to apply such exemptions except in instancbers of the general public; (3) that has no fixed schedule, fixed route,
es where the business in question matched the business described in
or fixed termini.” Finding “[t]here is no genuine dispute that DLC’s cars,
the exemption more or less exactly. This all began to change in April,
vans, and SUVs meet this description,” the Court concluded “that DLC’s
when the Supreme Court decided Navarro v. Encino Motorcars, LLC, a
drivers are ‘employed by an employer engaged in the business of opercase in which it elected to abandon its longstanding narrow approach to
ating
taxicabs’”
within
the
meaning
of the statute, and accordingly, afFLSA exemptions, and instead accord them a “fair reading.” Applying this
firmed the judgment of the court below.
less restrictive standard for interpreting exemptions, the Supreme Court
In affirming the lower court’s judgment, the Second Circuit exin Encino Motorcars found that service advisors of a car dealership fell
pressly rejected three factors relied upon by the plaintiffs, and ofwithin a FLSA exemption applicable to “salesmen ... primarily engaged in
tentimes cited by other courts. First, plaintiffs argued DLC controlled
... servicing automobiles,” and, thus, affirmed the lower court’s determiall
of
its
chauffeurs’
assignments,
and
thus customers could not hail
nation that they were not entitled to overtime.
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L to R: Chauffeur Driven Publisher Chris Weiss with Shawn Abaspor and
Mary Thompson of Vitesse Worldwide

L to R: Mike Cheney, Rebecca Sahlin, Tami Saccoccio, and Dawson Rutter of Commonwealth
Worldwide, plus the copy of Chauffeur Driven featuring the company that was included in the
convention’s attendee bags

L to R:
Daniel Aucar,
Kelcy Peterson,
Ariana Jimenez,
and Wayne
Couturas of
Leros Point
to Point

Global Business Travel Association (GBTA) held its milestone 50th annual convention August 11-15. In keeping
with the year’s theme of “momentum,” attendance for the 2018 installment of the event breezed right past last year’s record-setting
number: 6,755 business-travel professionals and industry leaders
flocked to San Diego for one of the largest gatherings of its kind
in the world. Among them were Chauffeur Driven Publisher Chris
Weiss, nearly 40 operators representing the luxury ground transportation sector, and 7,000 copies of CD magazine, which were
placed in every attendee bag.
The momentum theme carried throughout the five-day convention’s duration with a focus on how the industry has evolved with prevailing trends and changing expectations, how it is moving forward
into the 21st century, and the progress it’s made in the past five decades. Additionally, more than 170 education and professional development sessions, literal days of on-point speakers imparting wisdom
from their various vantage points, and a show floor featuring more
than 400 exhibitors were testaments to the scope of the industry’s
reach and progression.
“We go to GBTA for two reasons: One is obviously to meet potential new clients and the other is to see our current clients,” says
Robert Alexander of RMA Worldwide. “Being there enhances the power of our brand. If we are not there, our clients will wonder why—and
if we want to be part of the conversation when companies choose a
ground transportation provider, we have to be there. To these groups,
out of sight is out of mind.”
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L to R: Gerry Luqman, Sunny Chaudry, and Gary LaFrenais of Sunny’s Worldwide
Chauffeured Transportation
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Our mission from day one has been to be the best and most relevant industry brand while representing the changing needs of operators of all sizes worldwide, including tackling bus and motorcoach issues. We’re constantly pushing boundaries with articles that challenge readers to think
outside their comfort zone—and consistently publishing the most editorial of any other industry
magazine each month.
Of course, we don’t overlook the most important aspect of our industry. We frequently publish indepth and interesting profiles about operators and industry suppliers worldwide (manufacturers,
vendors, etc.) who are doing it right, have an inspirational story to share, and have become leaders
in their market.

Our Resources: Industry Leaders … And Beyond

We will continue to reach outside the industry to glean knowledge, helpful tips, and sage advice from
the vertical industries that our operators work with. In no other publication will you find this type of industry crossover. In fact, our pages often feature a Q&A with interesting and thought-provoking leaders
in those industries for a timely snapshot of business travel, hospitality, meeting planning, and more.
A sizeable portion of our content is culled from industry professionals. We regularly call on
their expertise in issues such as human resources, business planning, internet marketing, social media, advertising, and more to share their hints and
ideas. You can see that in our regular columns like “Ask
2018 EDUCATION COMMITTEE
Andi” (business and marketing), ), “Legal Ease” (legal topics and breaking news),“HR Coach” (employee and management issues), and emerging apps and other technology (“What’s ‘Appening”). But we also capture industry
voices and opinions through columns like “Benchmark and Best Practices,” so professionals can see how their business
2018 CHARITY COMMITTEE
practices measure up to their peers.
FOLLOW US AT:

S FACEBOOK: facebook.com/ChauffeurDriven

WEB: chauffeurdriven.com

C TWITTER: @chauff_driven

Kristen Carroll
(Co-Chair)
The LMC Group

Jason Sharenow
(Co-Chair)
Broadway Elite WW

Matt Assolin
Nikko's Worldwide
Chauffeured Services

Alan Candeub
Park Avenue
Limousine

Kim J. Dolniak
BEST Transportation

Do you have what it takes to help us shape the educational
content of the Chauffeur Driven Show and Retreat? Prove it!

Send an email to Chris Weiss (chris@chauffeurdriven.com)
and make your case for why you would be a great addition to
our distinguished Education Committee.

Sami Elotmani
Destination MCO

We have dedicated committees—from
our talented Editorial Advisory Board to
our legal (“Legal Ease”) and Insurance
committees, who all keep us flush with
on-point content and up to date on the latest happenings. We also work closely with
several “crossover” associations like United
Motorcoach Association, American Bus Association, and Taxicab, Limousine & Paratransit
Association for a fresh infusion of bus and
motorcoach-specific articles to ensure that
our content is never stale.

Sarah McKee
(Chair)
Chosen Payments

Tony Simon
Reston Limousine

Mechelle Cappel
Elite Transportation

Tracy
Salinger-Long
Unique Limousine

12 11.2018 chauffeurdriven.com

Mary Johnson
Alliance
Limousine

Ron Stein
Exclusive Sedan
Service

Wendy Kleefisch
Brevard Executive
Limousine

Melissa Woodruff
Majestic Limo
& Coach

Brandy Ollie
Go Platinum
Transportation

Matt Yorke
Signature
Transportation
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Chauffeur Driven also holds several annual events and shows with many chances to expand your reach and
demonstrate or display your products and services to an international audience. The professionals attending
our events are serious operators who only want to grow their business, which is a tremendous opportunity for
your name and products to be seen through sponsorships and exhibiting on our show floor. Your name and logo
are seen on every piece of marketing we produce, including pre- and post-event articles in the magazines, our
direct-mailed attendee brochures, show signage, e-newsletter, and website.

In 2019, Chauffeur Driven entered into a global partnership with the National Limousine Association (NLA)‚ the
leading advocate for the worldwide chauffeured transportation industry. Operating as the professional employer
organization for the NLA‚ Chauffeur Driven will assist with daily management resources for the nonprofit association. Through the partnership, Chauffeur Driven and NLA will co-brand two annual shows—including a new show
in Las Vegas.

Annual Trade Show & Conference

Our flagship show is held in an exciting new city each year, often rotating between the Northeast (Boston in
2019), Mid-Atlantic (Washington, D.C., in 2016 and 2018), and the Southeast (Miami in 2015; Orlando in 2017
and 2020). You can count on outstanding networking opportunities; well-attended events like our State of the Industry, Operator Mentoring Program, International Meet & Greet, and Affiliate Central; newer staples like Women
in the Industry events and roundtable conversations like the Association Summit; content geared toward the
expanding bus and motorcoach segment; rockin’ nightlife; a sizzling show floor; and so much more.

Annual Show 2019: Boston’s Waterfront

We’re thrilled to plant our flag in Boston for 2019, where we’ll be taking to the city’s newly renovated Convention Center and the attached
Westin Waterfront Hotel—once again assuring that our can’t-miss
events are all under one roof. One of the highest concentrations of
The Westin Boston Waterfront
OCTOBER 13-16, 2019
operators in the country is based in the so-called Acela Corridor, the
connection between Boston and the nation’s capital—which makes it an easy drive, train ride, or flight for many
of our attendees. We welcome nearly 2,000 guests each year at our shows—and we’re still growing. They are the
perfect captive audience for your show sponsorship.

SHOW

ENDORSED BY

CD/NLA Show in Las Vegas

We invite you to explore New Horizons with Chauffeur Driven and the National Limousine Association as we officially debut our first fully co-produced show In Las Vegas February 23-26, 2020, at Mandalay Bay Resort and
Casino. Operators will be afforded with opportunities for
®
networking with our global audience along with a massive

2020
show floor. But luxury ground transportation operators will
February 23-26 Las Vegas
see the biggest expansion in our educational lineup that
will help operators of any size adapt and thrive today and in the future.

Executive Retreat 2020: Nashville
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More Than Just a Magazine

Mandalay Bay

Our exclusive Executive Retreats are a truly coast-to-coast affair. They’re limited to no more than 200 operators
and select vendors for a focus on intensive education, tons of camaraderie, and after-hours events blended with
local flavor for a true working vacation. Operators and vendors can also mingle in smaller groups and enjoy oneon-one connections, thanks to the limited registration.

Chris Weiss
President & Publisher
856.334.1985
chris@chauffeurdriven.com
Jess Pavlow
Director of Events
856.452.0323
jess@chauffeurdriven.com

Susan Rose
Managing Editor
856.334.1987
susan@chauffeurdriven.com
Madeleine Maccar
Editor
856.334.1976
madeleine@chauffeurdriven.com
Rob Smentek
Editor
856.334.6022
rob@chauffeurdriven.com
Jeff Rafkin

Business Development Manager
Every retreat is unique in location and scope. For our sixth annual installment of this ever-growing event, we’re
856.334.1991
returning to Nashville, Tenn., from June 14-16, 2020, where our guests will witness the city’s unique blend of
jeff@chauffeurdriven.com
quaint old-city charm that boot-scoots right up to a thriving modern-day cityscape. Attendees will enjoy authentic down-home Southern cuisine, see iconic local highlights, and take-in the tunes that make Music City U.S.A.
famous. Our host, the Omni Nashville Hotel, will put you right in the heart of things so you won’t miss a second
of all that Nashville has to offer.
chauffeurdriven.com 856.334.1990 6

Each issue in our 2019 lineup focuses on a different core topic, in addition to in-depth timely features on critical industry happenings, operations, affiliate management, sales and marketing, social media, technology, insurance, and human resources. A vital part of our magazine is our robust
association coverage—local industry associations to international crossover associations related
to chauffeured transportation—in every issue. Chauffeur Driven also continues to expand participation with and reporting of sister industries such as meeting planning and corporate travel
management, to name just two. If it’s affecting the chauffeured ground transportation industry,
it’s in the pages of Chauffeur Driven.
 January
Focus: Industry Trends Issue
*Bonus Distribution: ABA (3,000)

Deadline: 11/15/18
 February
Focus: Marketing and Branding Issue
Deadline: 12/15/18

 September
Focus: Meeting and Events/Pre-show Issue
Deadline: 7/17/19
 October
Focus: Show Issue

*Bonus Distribution: CD Show (1,000) & TLPA (500)

Deadline: 8/15/19

 March
Focus: Motorcoach Issue
Deadline: 1/15/19

 November
Focus: Insurance Issue
Deadline: 9/14/19

 April
Focus: Technology Issue

 December
Focus: Post-Show Issue and Year in Review

Deadline: 2/15/19

Deadline: 10/15/19

*Bonus Distribution: CD Executive Retreat

 May
Focus: Bus and Retail Issue
Deadline: 3/15/19
 June
Focus: Affiliate Issue
Deadline: 4/15/19
 July
Focus: Corporate Travel Issue
Deadline: 5/15/19

*Bonus Distribution: UMA (1,700)
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*Bonus Distribution: GBTA (7,000)

 August
Focus: International Issue
Deadline: 6/15/19
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Media today isn’t limited to just one print or online resource, so we
offer a variety of ways for our audience to connect with us. Our digital and online advertising opportunities add value to your investment, including:

E-Newsletter

Our e-newsletter, delivered twice per month, features all of the latest industry information, from breaking news alerts to association
updates and links to mainstream articles that are pertinent to our
readers. Moreover, it is delivered to 22,000 people—and not just
our industry.
 Box Banner Ad (Based on a 3- to 6-Month Commitment) .....................................$500 per month
 Box Banner Ad (Based on a 7- to 12-Month Commitment) ...................................$400 per month
 Speedbump Banner Ad (Based on a 3- to 6-Month Commitment) ......................$600 per month
 Speedbump Banner Ad (Based on a 7- to 12-Month Commitment) .....................$500 per month
 Skyscraper Banner Ad (Limited Availability)....................................................... $1,500 per month

E-Blasts & Email Marketing

Promoting your product, brand, or service on an international—or targeted—scale has never been
easier. Chauffeur Driven’s e-blasts are customized to each advertiser’s specifications and will land
directly in operators’ inboxes right when you want. Material provided must be clean html code (no
CSS), 600px wide recommended, 72dpi .jpgs included with all links, and a pdf of final included for
proofing purposes.
 1x ... $1,200
 6x ... $1,000 per
 12x ... $800 per
Note: Design and coding starts at $200 per blast.

Chauffeurdriven.com

We’ve put a tremendous amount of time and effort into the
next phase of our newly relaunched website, which is now
more responsive and user-friendly so that our loyal readers can find all of the industry’s latest information. Our new
monthly polls and breaking news sections, as well as a fully
searchable archive, drive traffic to our site—and your ad. Our
most popular section—Affiliate Central—is better than ever
with a simplified way to search for affiliate companies, ensuring frequent and repeat visits from
industry professionals.
 Box Banner Ad (Based on a 6-Month Commitment) .............................................$500 per month
 Box Banner Ad (Based on a 12-Month Commitment) ............................................$400 per month
 Speedbump Banner Ad (Based on a 6-Month Commitment)................................$600 per month
 Speedbump Banner Ad (Based on a 12-Month Commitment) .............................$500 per month
 Skyscraper Banner Ad (Limited Availability) ...................................................... $1,500 per month
 Home Page Sponsored Sections (Web Poll)............................................................$3,600 per year
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susan@chauffeurdriven.com
Jeff Rafkin
Business Development Manager
856.334.1991
jeff@chauffeurdriven.com
Tricia Rieger
Art Director
856.334.1986
tricia@chauffeurdriven.com
John Kissling
Web Developer
856.334.1989
john@chauffeurdriven.com
Reggie Dupree
Graphic & Digital Designer
856.334.1752
reggie@chauffeurdriven.com
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Affiliate Central

Affiliate work is one of the most lucrative components of a chauffeured transportation company’s
bottom line. In order to succeed in building a network of reliable providers, operators turn to Affiliate
Central first to find qualified companies in markets across the globe. Affiliate Central is an affordable
and exclusive way to connect with compatible operators, gain brand and market recognition, and
keep your phone ringing. This section is subject to availability and limited to three to five companies
per market or city (depending on the market or city).
Standard Size (12 Issues)........................................................................$1,000 per year
Unlike any other publication in the industry, Chauffeur Driven reaches over 11,000 corporate
travel managers, meeting & event planners, DMCs, hospitality professionals, travel agents, tour
& charter operators, and wedding planners, plus the list grows daily.

PRINT 4 DIGITAL 4 ONLINE
The Affiliate Central directory will be published monthly in Chauffeur Driven (both the print version
and digital edition), and will also be prominently showcased and linked on chauffeurdriven.com.
Affiliate Central will run from January through December, and is prorated if contracted other
than January.
Call Jess Pavlow at 856.452.0323 for more information.

Chris Weiss
President & Publisher
856.334.1985
chris@chauffeurdriven.com
CA – Los Angeles

Build or Expand
Your National
and Global
Affiliate Network

Affiliate Central
IA – Des Moines

Majestic Limo & Coach
Des Moines, Iowa
877.970.0100 • 515.650-5555
info@majesticlimo.com
www.majesticlimo.com

Sedans, SUVs, Limos, Vans, Mini Buses,
Limo Buses and Motor Coaches

IL – Chicago

IL – Chicago

Chicago, Illinois
844.266.5784 • 312.625.9100
info@signaturetg.com
www.signaturetg.com

Brand New Sedans, SUVs, Limousines,
Mercedes Sprinters, Minibuses and Motorcoaches

IN – Indianapolis

LA – New Orleans

 PRINT
 DIGITAL
 ONLINE

New Orleans, LA
866.638.7890
res@signaturelivery.com
www.signaturelivery.com

L-Series Sedans, Limousines, SUVs, Vans,
and Minibuses
Extremely Competitive Rates for Affiliates

IL – Chicago

Limo Web Chicago
Chicago, Illinois
866.825.8257
book@limowebchicago.com
www.limowebchicago.com

Sedans, SUVs, Sprinters and Limos
24/7 Live Dispatch - Limo Anywhere

IL – Chicago

OML Worldwide Transportation & Events

Northbrook, Illinois
847.948.8050
partners@ohare-midway.com
www.ohare-midway.com

Providing Chicago and Northern Illinois
with Quality Transportation Since 1956

IL – Chicago

Pontarelli Companies
Chicago, Illinois
312.226.5466
reservations@pontarellico.com
www.pontarellico.com

Lincoln, BMW and Mercedes Sedans, SUVs
Sprinters, Transits, Limos, and Buses
Celebrating Our 40th Year In Business

68 12.2018 chauffeurdriven.com

Corporate Travel, and Group Charters
Sedans, Vans, Bus, and Limousines

KS – Kansas City

Kansas City – Missouri/Kansas Region
P: 800.575.4845 • 913.381.3504
info@kclimo.com
www.kclimo.com

Multi Award Winning Service Since 1979
Large, Diverse, Late Model Fleet

KY – Louisville

Louisville, Kentucky
800.544.2383 • 502.368.5644
david@millertransportation.com
www.millertransportation.com

Corporate Travel, Charters and Tours
Sedans, SUVs, Sprinters, and Coaches
Full service tour and travel provider!

LA – New Orleans

MA – Boston

Boston, Massachusetts
877.768.1700

info@apluscoach.com • www.apluscoach.com
18 Years of Service 10% off for Affiliates
AL – Birmingham/Tuscaloosa
24/7/365 Sedans, SUVs, Sprinters,
Limousines, and Party Buses

Crown Transportation
and Tours
Tuscaloosa &
Birmingham, AL
205.758.3875
Boston, Massachusetts
info@crowndriven.com
P: 800.244.7085 • 781.575.9101
www.crowndriven.com
sward@abovealltrans.com

AZ – Tucson

www.abovealltrans.com • www.bostoncar.com
Sedans, SUVs, Vans, Limos, and Buses
Sedans, BMWs, SUVs, Minivans, Shuttle Buses,
Serving Alabama & Surrounding States For
Party Buses, Trolleys and Limos

Over 22 Years

MA – Boston

AZ – Phoenix/Scottsdale

For more info or to reserve
this space, contact
jess@chauffeurdriven.com

CA – Los Angeles

Tucson-Based, Owned and Operated
P: 877.325.1990 • L: 520.825.8888
reservations@diamondtransportation.com
diamondtransportation.com
Efficient, Reliable, Courteous Service
24-hour Monitoring and Logistics
Sedans, SUVs, Executive Vans, Mini-Coaches
CA – Los Angeles

Los Angeles, California
800.548.9691 • L: 818.230.7298
customerservice@reservelimo.com
www.ReserveLimo.com

24-56 pax Buses, Sprinters, SUV’s, Sedans
Dedicated Staff, Buses & Group Transportation
Serving: LAX, BUR, LBC, SNA, VNY, FBO’s

CA – Napa Valley/Sonoma Valley

CANADA – Vancouver

Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada
P: 877.369.5466 • 604.682.4474
info@griffintransportation.com
www.griffintransportation.com
Diversified late model fleet ranging
from Sedan to 31-Passenger Buses
Providing superior service since 1999
CANADA – Vancouver

Vancouver, British Columbia
P: 800.803.9222 • 604.685.5600
info@starlimousine.com
www.starlimousine.com

www.erinmillslimo.com

Sedans - Stretches - SUVs - Sprinters - Limo Buses
Award Winning Service Since 2000

CANADA – Toronto

Toronto / Ontario, Canada
P: 800.267.0122 • L: 416.410.3555
reserve@global-alliance.ca
www.global-alliance.ca
Toronto’s largest and most diverse
non-brokerage fleet.
Serving affiliates for over 20 years.

CANADA – Toronto

Star Limousine is Vancouver’s Premier
Chauffeured Transportation Provider

CHILE – Santiago

Lujo Leasing
Santiago, Chile
562 2231 2495
info@lujoleasing.cl
www.lujoleasing.com

Secure, Monitor Transportation of Passengers
Sedans, Stretch Limos, Electric Car, and Van

CHINA

CHINA – Shanghai

Shanghai, Beijing, Hong Kong, and more
+86 21 5696 6248
corporate@chinabookcar.com
www.chinabookcar.com
YOUR TRUSTED AFFLIATE FOR ALL OF CHINA
Premium Chauffeur Service, VIP Handling,
Roadshow, Event, Tours

CZECH REPUBLIC – Prague

Prague, Czech Republic
00420603574579
info@eulimo.eu • www.eulimo.eu
Best Option in Czech Republic and Central Europe
Over 20 years of experience, Mercedes S, and
V Class, Sprinter, Skoda Superb, Executive Vans
English Speaking Drivers, 24/7 Reservations,
Private Guided Tours
FINLAND

Limousine Service Ltd.
+358-9-2797800
limo@limousineservice.fi
www.limousineservice.fi

Your Preferred Partner in Finland
for All Your Transportation Needs

FRANCE – Paris

NEW YORK

Serving the Boston Area
866.570.5466 • 978.921.4334
info@bostonchauffeur.com
www.bostonchauffeur.com

PARIS

GENEVA

GLOBAL GROUND TRANSPORTATION MANAGEMENT

19 Years in Business.
Late Model Mercedes Sedans (Mostly 2018s),
Sedans, SUVs, Sprinter Vans, Limos, and Buses
20% Affiliate Disc., 10% Buses. Be Treated as a Customer.
Member of NELA and the NLA

MA – Boston

YOUR COMPANY
COULD BE HERE

Los Angeles Areas
CANADA – Toronto
800.398.7881
Contact Kosini Lavulo at:
info@MosaicGlobalTransportation.com
www.MosaicGlobalTransportation.com
Sedans, SUVs, Vans, Limos, Mercedes-Benz Sprinter
Toronto, Ontario
Serving The Greater Los Angeles Markets
1.866.752.9996 • 905.822.9996
One Stop Shop for Southern & Northern Cali. reservations@erinmillslimo.com

MA – Boston

Your #1 Affiliate in Arizona
P: 800.716.8660 • 602.256.7200
info@desertroselimos.com
Over 25 Years of Experience, Group Specialists
Sedans, SUVs, Limousines, Vans, Minibuses, &
Executive Limobus / 24hr Live Reserv. & Dispatch

AZ – Phoenix / Scottsdale

New Orleans, LA
504.561.8777
info@limolivery.com • www.LimoLivery.com
Sedans, SUVs, Stretches, Vans, and Buses
Serving New Orleans, Baton Rouge,
Houma and the Gulf South

CA – Los Angeles

Find a Reliable Provider in Another Part of the Country or World

Driven reaches more operators than any other publication in the industry,
and also circulates to over 6,000 corporate travel managers, meeting and
event planners, DMCs, hospitality professionals, and wedding planners.

Affiliate Central Offers Market Exclusivity—Opportunities Are Limited
To reserve your space contact Jess Pavlow at: jess@chauffeurdriven.com
Aadvanced Limousines
Indianapolis, Indiana
317.716.1201
limo@317limousines.com
www.317limousines.com

Affiliate Central International
CANADA – Montreal

Serving Los Angeles & All of Southern California
Transportation Specialists Since 1978

Chauffeur
Providing The Highest Level of Service in NOLA

Limo Corp
worldwide
Limo Corp Worldwide
Chicago, Illinois
888.605.3500 • 773.774.2020
reservations@limocorpworldwide.com
www.limocorpworldwide.com

Limousine Connection
Your Los Angeles Affiliate Experts
800.266.5466
Chris@LimousineConnection.com
www.LimousineConnection.com

Boston and New England Area
877.954.(LIMO) 5466 • 781.213.5400
limo@bostonelitecoach.com
www.bostonelitecoach.com
Full Service Luxury Transportation 24/7,
Last Minute Bookings Are Welcome
Sedan, SUV, Sprinters, Stretches, Minibuses,
Coaches, & Party Buses

Phoenix, Arizona
P: 866.375.9889 • L: 480.828.9858
reservations@desertsedanlimo.com
www.desertsedanlimo.com
Sprinters/SUVs/Sedans
A luxurious, safe, and reliable
transportation experience.

North Hollywood, California
P: 800.400.7332 • 818.765.7311
ron@exclusivesedan.com
www.exclusivesedan.com
Your Premier Partner in So. Calif. for 39 Years
Multiple OOY Recipient,
Group and Road Show Experts
CA – Los Angeles

Gateway Global
Los Angeles, California
800.486.7077
info@gatewaylimo.com
www.gatewaylimo.com
Sedans, Stretches, Buses, Vans, & Party Vehicles
35 Years of Exemplary Service • 24/7 Live Agents
Airports: LAX, SNA, ONT, LGB, and BUR
Serving the Los Angeles Area

Hamilton, Toronto, Ontario
877.531.8016 • 905.529.5466

Beau Wine Tours-Chauffeured Transportation reservations@hamiltonlimo.com

Napa, CA
800.387.2328 • 707.257.0887
affiliate@beauwinetours.com
www.beauwinetours.com

www.hamiltonlimo.com

Sedans, SUVs, Vans, Stretches, and Buses

CANADA – Vancouver

Hong Kong • Beijing • Shanghai • Taipei • Tokyo
+852 6736 6120 • +86 147 143 00358
ebooking@amyexpress.com
www.amyexpress.com
Luxury Sedan, SUV, and Coach
Founded by Oxford Graduate in 2008
Your Private Chauffeurs in Asia

CHINA – Hong Kong

Paris, France
P: +33 1 47 31 00 14
reservations@cardel-global.com
www.cardel-global.com

Favorite Paris Based Affiliate by Most
U.S. Operators

Jess Pavlow
Affiliate Central Sales
856.452.0323
jess@chauffeurdriven.com
Tricia Rieger
Art Director
856.334.1986
tricia@chauffeurdriven.com
John Kissling
Web Developer
856.334.1989
john@chauffeurdriven.com

FRANCE – Paris

Sedans, SUVs, Limos, Executive Vans, and Buses
Airports: SFO, OAK, SMF, and FBOs

YOUR COMPANY
COULD BE HERE

CA – Oakland

San Francisco - Napa - San Jose - Oakland
800.445.0444
info@blacktietrans.com
www.blacktietrans.com
24/7 State-of-the-Art Dispatch Center
Largest, Most Diverse Fleet in Northern CA
Since 1986 – TCP #4389B
Brand New BMW 740Li Sedans, Escalades,
Stretches, Mercedes Sprinters and Coaches

Absolute Styling Limousine
Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada
855.546.6604
reservations@absolutestylinglimo.com
www.absolutestylinglimo.com
Sedans, SUV’s, Luxury Sprinters, and Buses

TBR Asia
Hong Kong, China
1.857.214.7500
res@tbrglobal.com

For more info or to reserve
this space, contact
jess@chauffeurdriven.com

Hong Kong, Singapore, Shanghai & Beijing
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2019 Advertiser Space and Material Deadlines
 January
Ad space close date: 12/07/18
Material due date: 12/14/18

 October
Ad space close date: 9/9/19
Material due date: 9/16/19

 February
Ad space close date: 1/8/19
Material due date: 1/15/19

 November
Ad space close date: 10/8/19
Material due date: 10/15/19

 March
Ad space close date: 2/8/19
Material due date: 2/15/19

 December
Ad space close date: 11/8/19
Material due date: 11/15/19

 April
Ad space close date: 3/8/19
Material due date: 3/15/19
 May
Ad space close date: 4/8/19
Material due date: 4/15/19
 June
Ad space close date: 5/8/19
Material due date: 5/15/19

Chris Weiss

President & Publisher
856.334.1985
chris@chauffeurdriven.com

 July
Ad space close date: 6/7/19
Material due date: 6/14/19

Jeff Rafkin
Business Development Manager
856.334.1991
jeff@chauffeurdriven.com

 August
Ad space close date: 7/8/19
Material due date: 7/15/19

Jess Pavlow
Director of Events
856.452.0323
jess@chauffeurdriven.com

 September
Ad space close date: 8/7/19
Material due date: 8/14/19

Tricia Rieger

Art Director
856.334.1986
tricia@chauffeurdriven.com

FOLLOW US AT:

S FACEBOOK: facebook.com/ChauffeurDriven
WEB: chauffeurdriven.com

C TWITTER: @chauff_driven
chauffeurdriven.com 856.334.1990
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4 Color Display Ad Rates

2 Page Spread
 1x...$4,750
 6x...$4,275
 12x...$3,800
 Trim...16.25"W x 10.875"H
 Live Area...Allow 0.25" on all four sides
 Bleed...0.125" Add on all four sides
Full Page
 1x...$2,750
 6x...$2,475
 12x...$2,200
 Trim...8.125"W x 10.875"H
 Live Area...Allow 0.25" on all four sides
 Bleed...0.125" Add on all four sides
1/2 Page (Island)
 1x...$1,950
 6x...$1,750
 12x...$1,550
 Trim...4.625"W x 7.5"H
1/2 Page (Horizontal)
 1x...$1,600
 6x...$1,450
 12x...$1,250
 Trim...7.375"W x 4.875"H
1/4 Page (Vertical)
 1x...$900
 6x...$800
 12x...$700
 Trim...3.625"W x 4.875"H
1/8 Page
 1x...$500
 6x...$450
 12x...$400
 Trim...3.625"W x 2.375"H
Premium/Special Positions:
Premium positions specified by advertiser or
agency are non-cancelable and based on a
12x contract and availability.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Back Cover...35%
Inside Front Cover Spread...35%
Opposite Table of Contents...35%
Opposite Letter from the Publisher...25%
Center Spread...25%
Inside Back Cover...25%
First 1/3 (Right-Hand Page)...10%

Call Jeff Rafkin at 856.334.1991
for more information, rates on larger
ads and frequency discounts.

2 PAGE SPREAD
Trim 16.25"W x 10.875"H
Live Area 15.75"W x 10.375"H
Bleed 16.5"W x 11.125"H
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Print Advertising Rates & Specs

Chris Weiss

President & Publisher
856.334.1985
chris@chauffeurdriven.com
FULL PAGE
T 8.125"Wx10.875"H
L/A 7.625"Wx10.375"H
B 8.375"Wx11.125"H

HALF PAGE ISLAND
4.625"W x 7.5"H

Jeff Rafkin
Business Development Manager
856.334.1991
jeff@chauffeurdriven.com
Jess Pavlow
Director of Events
856.452.0323
jess@chauffeurdriven.com

HALF PAGE
T 7.375"W x 4.875"H
QUARTER PAGE
3.625"W x 4.875"H
EIGHTH PAGE
3.625"W x 2.375"H

Tricia Rieger

Art Director
856.334.1986
tricia@chauffeurdriven.com

Electronic Files: High-resolution 300dpi files, in pdf, tif, or eps format (fonts and graphics
must be embedded or outlined). Please use Dropbox or third-party software
for submission of ads/ad materials over 7MB. If under 7MB, please email directly to:
jeff@chauffeurdriven.com.
chauffeurdriven.com 856.334.1990
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